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Monday, January 25, 2021 – 6:00 PM 

 

Meeting Minutes 

 

I.   Call to Order and Roll Call – 6:05 pm. 
 

In attendance:  Elaine Burke, Suzan Young, Jen Schulze, Beth Martin, Eli Justman, Gay Hall-Pentecost. 

   Eli moves to approve the agenda, Gay seconds.  Motion passes unanimously. 

 

II.      Approve Minutes:  
 

Eli moves to approve the minutes for the December meeting, Beth seconds.  Motion passes unanimously. 

 

III.    Treasurer Report: 
 
● Cash assets are down $38,000 from last year.     
● All categories are under 50% as of now. 
● Only 3 items were over $6,000: PERS, Federal taxes and the building rent. 
● Staff support is budgeted for $360 but we have spent $676 so far.  But that category is supplemented by 

donations and fundraising.   
● Gay, as treasurer, feels that the donations should be represented in the budget.                      

Suzan moves to accept the treasurer’s report, Eli seconds.  Motion passes unanimously. 

 

7-7:05:  Break 

 

IV.   School Business 
 

A. School Report 
● Jen thanks the board for all of their work 

● Enrollment is stable at 72, but no students on the waitlist for this year. 

● Anticipated enrollment is projected to be 70 for the 21-22 school year. 

● Glavan and Jen will be looking at the blueprint through a LIPI lense to see how some electives 

could be brought in in the future. 

● OSBA Investigation: Kristen Miles will report to us at our regular board meeting in February 

before she reports to the SSD at their work session. 

● We cannot apply for a new Visa until we close the old one.  That would be difficult since it is 

used a lot during CDL.  But the card is in Dick’s name and there is a third card out there that no 

one knows who has it.  But if Dick closes his card, the company still might not approve us 

getting a new card. 

Eli moves to have the appropriate signers try to get another credit card after closing Dick’s credit 

card by March 1, Suzan seconds.  Motion passes unanimously. 

 

 

V.      Public Comments- 
● Fernanda Fidel: If something must be changed today or the school would be closed, what would be on 



 

 

the chopping block? Have you heard from a reporter?  She contacted Eli and he redirected her to Jen 

and Lisa.  The reporter said that she left a message but Jen is not aware of a message at this time. 

● Korena Lund: What are we doing to get the word out that SJS is here and welcoming students? 

Facebook?  Ads in the paper? 

● Sunny Welker: If there is a significant change in the population that we are serving or if the school 

closes, the community needs to know to make plans for the future? 

● Janelle: Could the credit company tell us when the card was established?  What is the future plan for 

next year?  Parents need decisions soon to make plans for the future.  There are more bottle bags 

available now.  Could the Bridger group apply for a credit card for us? 

● Alisha Overstreet:  Is very concerned for the future since her child has done so well at SJS.   

 

VI.      Foundation Business 
 

A. New Business 
 
a. ReadySchools/Safe Learners Guidance 

● Jen and Lisa are working on making sure that we are compliant. 

 

 

B.   Old Business 
 

a. Revisit Long-Term Viability of the School 

● Eli: came onto the board at the crux of looking at long term sustainability.   

● Beth: Appreciates everything that Eli and his parent groups have done.  Hoping for an increase 

in enrollment which has not happened so far.  But still hopeful for the future. The Bridging 

group cannot help us financially at this point and their view of what the school should be is 

outdated due to the changes of charter schools.  Wants to see the school continue. 

● Elaine: Address the public comments, but no decisions can be made today.  Yes, we have been 

pushing for recruitment via social media, etc.  We see that our current model cannot work 

without massive parent support.  There are 3 things to consider: systematic issues need to be 

addressed, fundraising and COVID have come together to make our situation even worse.  At 

our current budget, we looked at being able to afford 4 staff members, so what does that look 

like? 

● Eli: what group typically stays with or is the strongest at our school? 

● Jen: Middle school is usually the highest number of students. 

● Elaine: Don’t we historically lose the most from 8 to 9? 

● Jen: Yes, although we now usually get high school because we have backed off on the 4 year 

Japanese requirement.  Often students flee to SJS because of bullying because SJS is safe and 

small. 

● Eli: From a budget perspective, could the school be viable as 4-8? 

● Jen: We could do that with 5 full-time with a language element.  But 4 teachers is the number 

that makes us viable, but we now have to have a PE teacher which makes 5, unless you 

eliminate Japanese.   

● Eli:  What is the impact of losing the Japanese component? 

● Jen: Historically, the draw has not been Japanese, but the rigor of the classes. Top reasons now 

are small, safe and academic rigor. 

● Elaine: Writing grants to keep the Japanese portion seems too difficult to sustain.  If you are a 

Japanese school, that portion should not be based on grants. 

● Jen: Although teachers can be licensed for K-12, or other designations, that does not mean that 

they can actually teach those grades.  If we did reduce to fewer teachers in a 6-8, then the 

classes would be larger and we only have one 6th grader on a wait list.  Proposal #3 keep all 

grade levels and go down to 5 teachers but no foreign language. 

● Elaine: Japanese as an earlier language was a draw for her, but she also sees that it is not a 

draw for most families.  So it might make sense to go away from offering the Japanese.  

● Jen:  Historically SJS had high academic rigor that other schools didn’t offer.  Now everyone is 



 

 

promoting academic rigor.  Realistically, we only get about $14,000 for high school students 

whereas other schools get a whole lot more money and can offer way better programs and 

electives.   

● Eli: What if we became a high school prep program? Really focus on assisting kids becoming 

good high school students and help them to find the best high school to fit their needs. 

● Jen: But what would be needed is the counseling component to help students move on.  Maybe 

your leader could be that person.  

● Suzan: Would like to see the school continue - sees a need for the school and the students 

served.  

● Gay: Biggest expense is staff and having to offer certain classes.  

 

Eli and Jen noted no decision could be made with the information currently available. A public 

work session to further discuss options for changes to the overall model of the school will be 

scheduled for Monday, February 8, 2021. Jen and Elaine will meet prior to that work session to 

work through budget scenarios to be evaluated.  

 

b. Director Evaluation Summary 

 

● Elaine submitted a summary statement to the board of Schulze’s survey-based evaluation. No 

edits were requested. 

 

c. Building Lease:  

 

● Eli, Jen and Elaine will schedule a meeting with Dick Paay to find out if he is open to a 

reduction in rent, or restructure of the current building lease. Will try to have that meeting prior 

to the Feb 8 work session.  

 

d. Letter Writing Campaign 

 

● Plans for a letter writing campaign from students was canceled after a teacher noted that if 

students wrote letters asking for support of the school, and the school ended up closing, they 

might take it personally or feel responsible.  

 

VII. Board Comments:  
 
The board noted that they are grateful for everyone who took the time to attend.  

 

VIII.     Adjournment  - 9:04pm 

 


